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Watershed 

An Exhibition of Paintings by Mary Pettis 
 
As a descendant of hard-working German/Austrian farmers, Mary Pettis early on began a lifelong relationship 
with the living land and the rivers, lakes, and tributaries that nourish it. Her family nurtured her interest in 
environmental conservation, and the career of an oil painter seemed a natural fit. When she moved to the 
St. Croix River Valley over forty years ago, there was little question that its rare geological character and 
pristine beauty would form the bedrock of her artistic work. Mary says, “As a young artist, I struggled to 
explain the magnetic pull of the river and its watershed. Now, after painting this river valley for four decades, 
I recognize that I had fallen in love with the abstract shapes of the valley: the silhouette of the white pines 
against a vast sky, the contrast of natural stands of birch groves against the deep forest, the musical structural 
rhythms formed by the river pressing against its banks. I love its story, the historical and geological narrative 
stored in the layers of rocky sentinels lining the river. I care now more than ever that this local, thriving, wild, 
and scenic watershed be preserved and protected.” 
 
Beyond her immediate borders, Mary has achieved much acclaim. She is the 9th American woman to be 
designated as a Living Master by the highest gold-standard organization of representational arts--the Art 
Renewal Center (ARC). She has trained with and painted alongside many of the country’s preeminent artists, 
and she holds signature member status in the American Society of Marine Artists (ASMA), the American 
Impressionist Society (AIS) and Oil Painters of America (OPA). Her art has taken her around the world, from 
cypress-dotted Tuscany to the bustling markets of rural China, from sacred Maui coastlands to the grand 
domed cathedrals of Russia. Though her travels have shaped her, Mary’s heart is at home in the St Croix River 
Valley. She has always been grateful to those kindred spirits who became the first collectors of her work, and 
especially to all those who continue to make her paintings a part of their lives. 
 
From Mary’s field studies to her refined studio paintings, this exhibition is a love letter. Most works have 
been painted on location, and many are documented with lat/long coordinates for historical context. This 
collection is an exaltation of the shapes, textures, colors, and moods of the St Croix Valley and its watershed. 
It is a masterful body of work demonstrating command of both medium and message. The paintings inspire 
recognition and connection to our shared experiences. Each piece compels the viewer to melt into the 
canvas, reverent and moved. 
 
About this exhibition, Mary has written: 
“The river drew me to it in 1979, and the river has provided for me. It has provided motifs for thousands of 
paintings. It has fed my family and continues to feed my soul. I am overwhelmed by gratitude and love, and 
this is my offering, a culmination of experiences that I hope will connect with others who feel the same way 
I do. These paintings will live on for generations. They will find their way into homes and families and stories. 
It is my hope that this exhibition does more than just help fund and celebrate the mission statement of the 
Wild Rivers Conservancy. I’m hoping that these paintings carry our shared legacy of love for this valley and 
that they will inspire continued stewardship of our sacred river and its watershed.” 
 
 

Exhibition Dates:   
November 13, 2021 to January 6, 2022 

 
Location: 

Wild Rivers Conservancy | 1015 North Cascade St. | Osceola, WI 54020 


